Trump Reportedly Floating 5
Different Names to Replace
Attorney
General
Jeff
Sessions

Jeff Sessions
President Donald Trump believes Attorney General Jeff Sessions
will likely leave his Cabinet at the end of the year, and so
far has five potential replacements in mind who could take his
place, reports Business Insider.
“Possible successors include retired federal appeals judge
Janice Rogers Brown, transportation department counsel Steven
Bradbury, Health and Human Services secretary Alex Azar,
deputy Secretary of State John Sullivan, and Bill Barr, who
served as attorney general under President George H.W. Bush,”
according to the article, based on a Wall Street Journal
report.
The Washington Post also reported that President Trump talked
recently with Sessions’ own chief of staff, Matthew G.
Whitaker, about replacing Sessions as AG, according to people
briefed on the conversation, signaling that the president
remains keenly interested in ousting his top law enforcement
official.
Read the Business Insider article.

Discrimination Defense Lawyer
Confirmed for Trump Civil
Rights Post
Bloomberg Law reports that the U.S. Senate has confirmed Eric
Dreiband, a Jones Day attorney who defends companies accused
of discrimination, to lead the Justice Department office that
enforces anti-bias laws and investigates police civil rights
cases.
“Dreiband represented the University of North Carolina when it
implemented policies under the state’s since-repealed
‘bathroom bill,’ requiring people to use gender-designated
restroom facilities based on the biological sex listed on
their birth certificates,” writes Bloomberg’s Chris Opfer. “He
also won a case for R.J. Reynolds Tobacco that made it harder
for workers to sue for age discrimination under federal law.”
Read the Bloomberg Law article.

HSBC to Pay $765 Million in
Settlement Over Pre-Crisis
Mortgage Bonds
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Housing Wire is reporting that HSBC will pay $765 million to
the federal government as part of a settlement that covers the
bank’s mortgage bond activities in the run-up to the housing
crisis.
An announcement from the U.S. Department of Justice outlines
the resolution of an investigation into the bank’s mortgage
origination and securitization activities from 2005 to 2007,
according to editor Ben Lane.
While previous HSBC statements on the case didn’t disclose the
conduct in question, the DOJ’s announcement alleged the bank
allegedly knew it was putting toxic loans into residential
mortgage-backed securities and sold the bonds anyway, Lane
explains.
Read the HousingWire article.

What Tesla Really Needs, SEC
Says, Is an ‘Experienced’
Lawyer
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Of the all fixes the SEC wants Tesla Inc. to make in the wake
of Elon Musk’s now-infamous tweet, one stands out for its
novelty: “An experienced securities lawyer” to review all
social media communications by the company’s senior officers,
reports Bloomberg Law.
“In resolving its fraud claims against Tesla and Musk, the
Securities and Exchange Commission specified in the fine print
of its settlement proposal that the lawyer hired or designated
to vet tweets must have qualifications that’“are not
unacceptable to the staff,’” writes reporter Peter Blumberg.
The head of the legal department now is a lawyer who
represented Musk through two divorces, Todd Maron.
Read the Bloomberg Law article.

Morrison & Foerster Will Eat
$16M in Fees, Costs Pursuing
Vets’ Claims
The law firm that spent nine years fighting and winning health
care for veterans subjected to government-administered human
testing of chemicals including sarin, mustard gas, and LSD was
awarded $3.4 million in fees, a small fraction of the value of
the hours the firm said it put into the case.
Bloomberg Law reports that Morrison & Foerster LLP accepted a
fee award from the U.S. Army that’s $16 million less than the
fee the firm could have sought.
“The fee award is the latest and nearly last chapter in the
litigation by soldiers subjected to the government’s decadeslong human testing program who were seeking recognition and
health care above what they could get at the Veterans
Administration for injuries they suffered,” writes Bloomberg’s
Joyce Cutler.
Read the Bloomberg Law article.

Elon Musk’s SEC Settlement
Could Have Gone So Much Worse
Legal experts say the penalties that the SEC
doled out to Elon Musk for
“false and
misleading” statements made on Twitter could
have been much, much worse for Musk and his
car company, reports Wired.

Reporter Aarian Marshall writes that “Musk and Tesla will have
to each write $20 million checks for the misadventure, which
will be disbursed to investors harmed during the wild market
swings that occurred after Musk’s tweets.” Musk had tweeted
that he planned to take Tesla private and funding had been
secured.
“Not settling with the SEC could have led to a more dire
outcome,” Marshall explains. “The SEC’s initial suit sought to
bar the CEO from becoming an officer or director for any
public company, perhaps for life.”
Read the Wired article.

North Carolina Bar Accuses
Florida Lawyer of Stealing
From 2 Death Row Exonerees
The ABA Journal reports that A Florida lawyer defrauded,
deceived and embezzled funds from two mentally disabled
clients who were declared innocent after spending 31 years in
prison, according to a complaint filed Wednesday by the North
Carolina State Bar.
“Henry McCollum and his half-brother, Leon Brown, were
exonerated in 2014 after serving decades in prison for the
notorious rape and murder of an 11-year-old girl. They
received $750,000 each from the state in compensation,” writes
Joseph Neff for the Marshall Project.
Orlando lawyer Patrick Megaro took excessive fees when he
pocketed a third of the awards despite having done virtually
no work on their exonerations or compensation cases, the state
bar alleges.
Read the ABA Journal article.

Inside the Private Justice
Department Meeting That Could
Lead to New Investigations of
Tech Giants
The Washington Post reports on a meeting of the country’s top
federal and state law enforcement officials on Tuesday that
could presage sweeping new investigations of Amazon, Facebook,
Google and their tech industry peers.
Participants voiced lingering frustrations that these
companies are too big, fail to safeguard users’ private data
and don’t cooperate with legal demands.
“Attorney General Jeff Sessions opened the meeting by raising
questions of possible ideological bias among the tech
companies and sought to bring the conversation back to that
topic at least twice more, according to D.C. Attorney General
Karl A. Racine,” according to reporters Brian Fung and Tony
Romm.
But other participants steered the conversation toward the
privacy practices of Silicon Valley.
Read the Washington Post article.

Ethics Charges Filed Against
6 of 7 Arkansas Supreme Court
Justices
Six of the seven members of the Arkansas
Supreme Court were formally charged Thursday
with violating the state’s judicial canons, an
unprecedented action that stemmed from a
complaint filed by Pulaski County Circuit
Judge Wendell Griffen, reports the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette.
The Arkansas Judicial Discipline and Disability Commission
accused the justices of failing to provide sufficient chance
for Griffen to defend himself as they weighed whether to
remove him from all cases involving the death penalty.
Griffen’s subsequent removal stemmed from his participation in
a public protest against executions.
“Griffen attracted a whirlwind of attention in April 2017,
when he issued an order that temporarily halted the state’s
plans to carry out executions, and that same day he
participated in a public protest against the death penalty,”
writes reporter John Moritz. “The protest was held in front of
the Governor’s Mansion.”
Read the Democrat-Gazette article.

Three Charged in $364M Scheme
That Paid for Splurges on
Diamonds,
Bugattis
and
Mansions
A federal grand jury has indicted three men for what officials
describe as a $364 million Ponzi scheme to defraud investors,
reports The Dallas Morning News.
Jay B. Ledford and Cameron R. Jezierski of Texas, along with
Kevin B. Merrill of Maryland, raised money from investors who
thought they were buying into cheap portfolios of consumer
debt on credit cards and student and auto loans, investigators
from the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Securities and
Exchange Commission said.
“The defendants lured investors through an elaborate web of
lies, duping them into paying millions of dollars into this
Ponzi scheme,” said U.S. Attorney Robert K. Hur in a
statement.
The report by Lison Joseph says the trio spent more than $73
million of investors’ money at casinos and to buy diamond
jewelry and luxury cars including Lamborghinis, Ferraris,
Bentleys and Bugattis.
Read the Dallas News article.

Patrick
Quigley
Joins
Bradley’s Washington Office
as Counsel
Patrick R. Quigley has joined Bradley Arant Boult Cummings
LLP’s Washington, D.C. office as counsel in the Government
Contracts Practice Group.
“We are pleased to welcome Patrick to Bradley in our D.C.
office,” said Bradley Washington, D.C., Office Managing
Partner Douglas L. Patin. “Patrick brings deep experience in
government contracts work, as well as past government service,
which will be greatly beneficial to our clients.”
Quigley focuses his practice on litigating bid protests,
contract claims, prime/subcontractor disputes, and small
business size protests/appeals at the Government
Accountability Office, U.S. Court of Federal Claims, boards of
contract appeals, and U.S. Small Business Administration, as
well as at other federal agencies and in state courts. He
conducts internal investigations and defends clients in False
Claims Act litigation, government investigations, and
suspension and debarment actions.
Most recently, Quigley was an attorney with Arent Fox LLP in
Washington, D.C.
Prior to his law career, Quigley served for 16 years with the
U.S. Department of State, first as a special agent in the
Diplomatic Security Service, and then as a foreign service
officer. During his government service, he was assigned to
Somalia, El Salvador, Colombia, Peru, India, and Washington,
D.C.
Quigley received his J.D. (cum laude) from George Mason
University School of Law and his Bachelor of Arts from Emory

University.

Citigroup Pays $12 Million to
Settle Dark Pool Probe
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Reuters is reporting that Citigroup Inc. on Friday was ordered
to pay more than $12 million by U.S. regulators after it was
found that the bank’s investment banking and financial
advisory unit misled users of a “dark pool” operated by one of
its affiliates.
The article explains:
The bank will pay a penalty of $6.5 million and disgorgement
and prejudgment interest totaling $5.4 million, while its
affiliate, Citi Order Routing and Execution (CORE), will pay
a penalty of $1 million, the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) said in a statement.
Read the Reuters article.

Former FDA Chief Counsel
Rejoins Sidley as Practice
Leader in Washington, D.C.
Rebecca “Becky” Wood, former chief counsel to the Food and
Drug Administration, has rejoined Sidley Austin LLP as a
partner.
The firm announced Wood will co-lead both the firm’s Food,
Drug, and Medical Device Regulatory practice and its FDA group
in Washington with partner Coleen Klasmeier.
Wood previously served as Chief Counsel to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and Associate General Counsel in the
Office of the General Counsel, Department of Health &amp;
Human Services. She will focus her practice on providing
counsel on a wide range of contentious and non-contentious FDA
regulatory and litigation issues to clients in the life
sciences industry and private equity firms investing in the
area.
In her role as Chief Counsel to the FDA, Wood served on
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb’s leadership team. She was the
principal legal advisor on major initiatives, including
efforts to streamline the drug and device development and
approval process, modernize the agency’s regulatory framework,
combat addiction to opioids and nicotine, enhance the product

safety and labeling of food and medical products, and address
drug pricing. She served as a liaison to the Department of
Justice and the White House and advised agency leadership on
legislative matters. She also focused on First Amendment and
preemption issues.
“We are delighted that Becky is rejoining us,” said Klasmeier.
“Regulatory insight is at the core of our life sciences
practice. Based on both her long experience in the industry
and her role as the lead legal advisor to the FDA during a
transformational period, Becky will enhance our ability to
offer deep strategic insight into the complex regulatory
issues facing our clients and to defend our clients’ conduct
when challenged. Becky’s perspective on the rapidly changing
regulatory environment is unique.”
Prior to joining the FDA in 2017, Wood served as a partner at
Sidley for more than a decade. She focused her practice on
district court and appellate litigation arising under the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the United States
Constitution, including managing class actions and multiplaintiff cases. Earlier in her career, she served as a law
clerk to Judge Pasco M. Bowman II of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit.
“Becky is an extraordinarily accomplished litigator,” said
Mark Hopson, global co-chair of Sidley’s litigation practice
and managing partner of the Washington, D.C. office. “The
intersection of her premier regulatory and litigation
practices will greatly bolster the firm’s capabilities to help
clients across a wide spectrum of legal areas.”

SEC Says Biotech Billionaire
CEO Took Part in Pump-andDump Schemes
A biotechnology billionaire faces charges from
the Securities and Exchange Commission of
being part of pump-and-dump schemes that
netted $27 million and left retail investors
holding the bag, reports MedCity News.

In a lawsuit filed in federal court in New York, the SEC
alleged OPKO Health chairman and CEO Phillip Frost took part
in three pump-and-dump schemes between 2013 and 2018.
Reporter Alaric Dearment explains that the complaint alleges
that Frost was involved in schemes to promote the stock of
some companies on the crowd-sourced investment content site
Seeking Alpha, on which articles would appear promoting their
shares and touting Frost’s involvement in the companies. After
the stock prices were pumped up, the defendants would sell it
off, the SEC alleges.
Read the MedCity article.

Annual
Security
Report
Deadline is Approaching
The U.S. Department of Education’s deadline
for institutions to comply with the Annual
Security Report is Oct. 1, 2018, points out
Canopy Programs by United Educators.

Canopy Programs is offering assistance with its Clery
Compliance Toolset, which can generate reports that include
policies and procedures, as well as statistics for the past
three calendar years.
The online tool will allow users to effectively:
Develop policies and procedures
Log crime and fire incidents
Request and log crime statistics
enforcement
Generate daily crime logs
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Request a demo or download a white paper.

Former Dewey Chairman Reaches

Agreement With SEC to Pay
Six-Figure Civil Penalty
The ABA Journal reports that former Dewey & LeBoeuf chairman
Steven Davis has reached an agreement with the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission to pay a $130,000 civil penalty.
The SEC alleged that some executives of Dewey & LeBoeuf, which
closed in 2012, misled lenders and bond buyers about the
firm’s financial condition.
Dewey’s former finance director former controller also agreed
to pay civil penalties.
Read the ABA Journal article.

Registration Open for 2018
Eastern District of Texas
Bench Bar Conference
Registration has begun for the 2018 Eastern
District of Texas Bench Bar Conference, which
is being held in conjunction with The Center
for American and International Law’s Patent
Trial and Appeal Board Bench Bar Conference.

Hosted by the Eastern District of Texas Bar Association, the
annual event is one of the largest of its kind nationally,
bringing together practicing lawyers, general counsels, inhouse counsels, respected judges, and industry experts from
across the globe to discuss the latest issues in patent law
and intellectual property litigation. Topics will also include
Corporate Cyber Threats, Qui Tam litigation, Trade Secret
Theft and Protection, and many others.
The Honorable Andrei Iancu, U.S. Under Secretary of Commerce
for Intellectual Property and Director of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), will be the keynote
speaker.
The 22nd annual EDTX Bench Bar Conference is set for October
17-19 at the Marriott Legacy Town Center in Plano, and
registration information is available here.
Contact Andrea Williams-McCoy for more information on
conference programs, registration and lodging at 903-870-0070
or andrea@siebman.com.

EPA Proposes Affordable Clean
Energy Rule to Replace Clean
Power Plan
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s proposed Affordable
Clean Energy (ACE) rule would establish guidelines for states
to develop plans to address greenhouse gas emissions from
certain existing fossil-fuel-fired power plants.
A post on the Beveridge & Diamond website says ACE would

replace the Obama Administration’s 2015 Clean Power Pla, which
EPA has proposed to repeal on the basis that it exceeded EPA’s
authority.
“In particular, the current Administration does not believe it
has authority under Section 111 of the Clean Air Act to
require regulated entities to take actions “outside the
fenceline,” as contemplated by the CPP. Accordingly, the ACE
plan would impose only “inside the fenceline” requirements on
electric generating units,” write authors Brook J. Detterman
and Grant Tolley.
Read the article.

United
Airlines
Loses
Challenge to Union Drive
Bloomberg
Airlines
company’s
Mediation

reports that a vote on unionization by 2,700 United
in-flight catering workers can proceed over the
objections, the general counsel of the National
Board ruled.

The hospitality union Unite Here had filed a petition, with
support from three-quarters of United’s kitchen workforce,
seeking a vote, but the airline filed a complaint alleging
fraud and misrepresentation by the union before the petition
was filed, contending that Unite Here organizers had shown up
at workers’ homes claiming to be representatives of the
airline conducting a poll, reports Josh Eidelson.

Eidelson reports that “NMB General Counsel Mary Johnson wrote
that after interviewing employees, the agency’s investigators
had determined that ‘there is no evidence that employees did
not understand that Unite Here was a union and was not a
representative of United.'”
Read the Bloomberg article.

Judge Guts FTC’s $4-Billion
Lawsuit Against DirecTV
The U.S. Federal Trade Commission failed to convince a federal
judge in San Francisco that DirecTV should pay nearly $4
billion in restitution to customers for allegedly misleading
consumers about the costs of programming packages, Bloomberg
reports.
The said that “the scope of the maximum potential recovery in
this case has been substantially curtailed,” according to
reporter Pamela MacLean.
The FTC suit alleged that DirecTV failed to disclose to
consumers in 40,000 print, mail, online and TV advertisements
that its lower introductory pricing lasted just one year but
tied buyers to a two-year contract.
Read the Bloomberg article.

